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1. Overview 

1.1 Background 

It has been identified by the Wireless LAN Association (WLA), that in today’s Wireless LAN (WLAN) 

industry, there is a lack of standardized processes for the enablement of successful WLAN design and 

deployment. For the benefit of individuals whose job it is to design and implement WLAN networks, the 

WLA set about to task with the core purpose of creating a standardized WLAN design and deployment 

process.  

The most challenging area for many organizations requiring Wi-Fi is their limited expertise with radio 

frequency (RF), IEEE802.11 protocols, security, and where WLAN fits in with the overall network paradigm. 

Many of these same organizations have varying degrees of traditional wired network design skills and 

attempt to apply the same approaches to the WLAN. However, this misstep often results in substandard 

WLAN design, unlikely to meet the requirements of the customer. Too often the full benefit of the 

investment made in the WLAN isn’t realized because of non-existent or improper system design and 

implementation.  
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1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this document is to introduce a WLAN design and deployment methodology called 

Standardized WLAN Enterprise Engineering Process (SWEEP). The goal of SWEEP is to lay the foundation 

for a universally adoptable WLAN design process for successful WLAN design and deployment. The 

information presented in the following sections is intended to provide an overview of the key stages of 

SWEEP and direction as to how WLAN design should be approached. 

1.3 Scope 

This document provides a brief overview of the SWEEP process. It should be noted that SWEEP is vendor 

agnostic. There are no assumptions regarding specific vendor product capabilities or features. The process 

of vendor selection is out of the scope of this document, but adherence to SWEEP methodology should 

ultimately help in the final vendor/product selection process. 

The process described in this document relates only to the IEEE Std 802.11-2016 which is a “roll up” of all 

commonly known IEEE802.11 standards including 802.11a/b/g/n/ac. 

1.4 Intended Audience 

This document is intended for individuals that have at least CWNA-level knowledge.  
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2. Normative References 

The following reference should be understood and used for the application of this document. 

 

IEEE Std 802.11-2016  
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3. Terms & Definitions  

Basic Service Area (BSA) - The coverage area provided by an access point wherein clients may connect to 

WLAN to transmit and receive data. 

Coverage - The area where a WLAN is available to provide usable client connectivity, the total footprint 

of all individual BSAs. 

CWNA – Certified Wireless Network Administrator. A foundation level certification from 

http://CWNP.com that focuses on 802.11 technology. 

Greenfield - The installation and configuration of a WLAN where none existed before. 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) - A standardization organization that develops 

standards for multiple industries; for example, 802.11 which defines wireless technologies. 

SWEEP - Standardized WLAN Enterprise Engineering Process  

Voice Over WLAN (VoWi-Fi) - The delivery of telephony services using Voice over IP (VoIP) technologies 

from mobile devices connected across a WLAN. 

WLA - Wireless LAN Association 

WLAN - Wireless Local Area Network 

  

http://cwnp.com/
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4. WLAN Design Process 

4.1 SWEEP 

SWEEP methodology is made up of four key stages that are executed sequentially. They are Define, Design, 

Deploy, and Validate. 

• Define: This is the gathering requirements stage. For every greenfield deployment or redesign, 

project requirements and scope need to be defined with the customer. This includes functional 

requirements such as usage, coverage, and capacity. The output of the Define stage will be a 

collection of gathered information sources including notes, plans, diagrams, checklists, photos, 

measurements, existing network documentation, meeting notes, and any other information that 

is pertinent to the overall success of the WLAN project. 

 

● Design: Once the requirements and supporting data for the WLAN design have been gathered, 

the actual process of designing the WLAN can be completed. Using the information gathered, 

along with additional RF design activities, both high and low-level design documents should be 

created. To begin the Deploy stage of the process, these design documents are essential. They 

enable the procurement of required equipment and allocation of resources in an efficient 

manner.  
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● Deploy: During the Deploy stage, all hardware and equipment should be installed and configured 

as per the WLAN design. Any changes or modifications required along the way should be carefully 

documented as addendums to the original design documents. 

 

● Validate: Once a WLAN has been deployed, the final stage in the end-to-end design process is 

validation. This step is crucial to ensure that the WLAN design meets the specified requirements. 

If the implemented design proves to not meet the specific requirements, targeted adjustments 

will be needed. After adjustments, a re-validation will need to be completed to verify the 

requirements are met. Several rounds of validation and adjustments may be needed to meet the 

final requirements; this is known as an iterative process.  

 

Each stage has its own procedural methodology in book form. Each book should be regarded as an 

authoritative guide that forms a component of a well-structured, end–to-end WLAN design and 

deployment process lifecycle. While every possible design scenario cannot be anticipated, the general 

process described is an extensible approach that should be adopted in all cases. Figure 1 illustrates a 

WLAN Design lifecycle that incorporates all four of the stages identified in SWEEP, with given examples 

provided for each stage. 
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Figure 1.  SWEEP lifecycle 

For each stage, there is a corresponding book that provides guidance for the execution of the design 

methodology described previously. Each book has been assigned a color that provides a visual association 

with its purpose: 

 

● Define = Red Book 

• Gather requirements 

• Red color association: “Stop” and ask, “What does the customer require?” 

 

● Design = Blue Book 

• Design the WLAN  

• Blue color association: “Blueprint” design first before implementing. 

 

● Deploy = White Book 

• Installation and Deployment 

• White color association: “Clean” installation and integration of the WLAN  

system. 
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● Validate = Green Book 

• Validate Design 

• Green color association: “Verify” design meets the customer WLAN business  

and technical requirements as defined in the Red Book.  

 

The books are written with a mindset resulting in a fundamental viewpoint; that all WLAN designs follow 

a common process, irrespective of the business vertical or technological deliverables. 


